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SORA Casino Chip Case for 10 Chips
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8711802401b

MPIN7
Long Magnetic Pins

Back Panel

Place the long magnetic pins on a flat surface with
their shafts pointing up. Align them like the holes
in the black back panel.
Now put the back panel on top magnetic pins.
The pins will protrude the back panel by about 4 mm.

All acrylic parts of the frame are coated with a
protective foil on BOTH sides. Remove this
protective foil from the front-side of your back-panel.
Also remove both foils from the centre part.
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8711802401f
Front Panel

8711802401c
Centre Part

Now place the centre part with the cut-outs on top
of your back-panel and insert your casino chips.
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MPIN4
Short Magnetic Pins

Now remove the protective foil from one side of the
front panel. Place the front panel on the centre part
as indicated with the foil-free side facing down.

Cleaning instructions :
Please do not use any cleaning agents other
than water or special acrylic care products.
Many other cleaning agents contain solvents,
which can damage the acrylic glass.

Individual Parts :
MPIN7 - 4 x Long Magnetic Pin 7mm shaft length

Now there are only two things left to do:
Slot the 4 short magnetic pins through the holes
In the front-panel. They will instantly snap to their
longer counterparts.
Remove the remaining protective foil from the
front- and back-panel
... and you are done!
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MPIN4 - 4 x Short Magnetic Pin 4mm shaft length
Long and short magnetic pins have inverse magnetic polarity
to snap together at the shafts.
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